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EdgeMaster

No More Guessing. See Your Edge Before You Cut.
Easy Customization
Every operating condition is unique. EdgeMaster is powerful 
enough to allow for easy customization, increasing its ability 
to improve your product and save time and money.  Set 
up your system in a way that best meets the needs of your 
operation. EdgeMaster has an unprecedented ability to adapt 
to the way you do business.

Most Accurate with SWiM®

EdgeMaster eliminates the variables encountered in slitter 
tooling when using shims, but what about variables within 
the slitting line, or inherent in the material that affect slit 
width dimensions? To compensate for slitting line and material 
variables, ASKO developed Slit Width Management, SWiM, an 
easy-to-use decision support tool. SWiM is the only software 
to replace guesswork with a powerful computer database that 
records actual slitting experience. By using that experience, 
SWiM helps operators overcome slitting line variables to 
achieve maximum slit width accuracy and consistency.

Improve slit edge quality for packed arbors, speed your 
set up process, and improve accuracy with EdgeMaster. 
Powerful enough for any coil processing operation. Simple 
enough to learn in hours.

EdgeMaster remains the only slitter tooling set-up software 
that analyzes your data, searches its knowledge of your 
operating conditions, and shows what your edge will 
look like before you make a cut! Save time and money by 
avoiding unnecessary adjustments and wasted product.

Patented Intelligent Software Improves 
Quality Control
ASKO’s Slit Width Management (SWiM®) is the only feature 
anywhere that actually becomes more intelligent the more 
you use it. Recommendations become incredibly precise, 
and the continuous improvement feature is automatically 
customized to your operating conditions.

Easy-To-Use Interface
Everything you need is on one screen. Enter data quickly 
and see the results on the same screen. Tool set-up 
diagrams and tool management data are easily accessible 
from the main screen.

EdgeMaster is available in a variety of customized 

configurations. If you have a technical question, or 

would like a quotation on using EdgeMaster in your 

operation, call us! We are here to help you be more 

productive and more profitable.  

More information is available at www.askoinc.com
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EdgeMaster ™ Features
 
Simplified ring configuration screen
Setting stripper ring ranges and which stripper ring to use has 
never been easier. View all ranges on one screen to see if there 
are any gaps in the range. New to the ring configuration utility 
is the ability to get a report of the ranges, which will show any 
gaps in a range.
 

Configuration Wizard to help with initial setup and 
adjustments
Basic changes to EdgeMaster, misalignment, arbor lengths, 
centerlines, etc., can now be made using the Configuration Wizard.
 

Simplified Knife Management Program
Knife management has been redesigned to make it easier 
than ever. Just select a knife and enter the amount of stock 
that was removed. Export data to Microsoft Excel® and print an 
inquiry form with a single click.
 

Export Knife Management and SWiM data into Excel
With the click of a button, knife management and SWiM data can 
be exported into a format that can be opened by Microsoft Excel®.
 

Enter multiple setups at one time
Save time when entering setups and enter multiple setups 
at one time. Each setup will be calculated separately, 
guaranteeing enough tools to make each setup. Print all the 
setups at once, or as needed. 
 

Combine two setups to save setup and take-down time
Save time when building a setup by combining two setups on 
the same arbor. If there is enough room on your arbor, place 
two setups side-by-side. Run one coil after another without 
taking apart the slitter arbor.
 

Customer tolerances
No need to remember which customer has what tolerance, 
assign tolerances to a customer by material thickness and 
EdgeMaster will do the rest.
 

Misalignment setup
Creating a misalignment setup is as easy as pressing a button.  
Select the knife and clearance to use and a printout will be 
generated.  Follow the arbor printout to build the arbors, and 
then measure for any misalignment in your arbors.
 

Print barcodes for setups
Saved setups can be opened by reading a barcode from the 
setup sheet. No need to search for a previously saved setup, just 
scan the barcode. (Barcode reader is not provided)
 

Add footers to printed pages
Add order number, job number and/or head and machine 
information on the bottom of each page. Page numbers will 
always be included on each page of a setup.



The ASKO Difference

Simple software customization to fit special slitting practices 4	 ?

Save and store arbor setups 4	 ?

Accurate slit widths with minimum of burr 4	 ?

Improved knife life and coil yield 4	 ?

Captures actual mult widths and edge condition 4	 NO
Adapts and compensates for variables within slitting line 4	 NO
Classifies, tracks and predicts edge condition 4	 NO
Statistical reports to help you keep and add customers 4	 NO
Continuous improvement of your slitting practices 4	 NO

ASKO Others

Call today for a custom quotation on an EdgeMaster system 
that will meet your needs. Or visit www.askoinc.com to learn more.

ASKO produces the highest quality custom tooling complements 
and continuous improvement software for the metals processing industry.

ASKO, Inc.
P.O. Box 355

501 West Seventh Avenue

Homestead, PA 15120 USA

Phone: 412-461-4110

Fax: 412-461-5400

TOLL FREE in USA: 1-800-321-1310

E-Mail: information@askoinc.com

Reliability since 1933 … Ask ASKO!

ASKO B.V.
Willem Fenengastraat 10

1096 BN Amsterdam

Netherlands

Phone: +31 20 460 2000

Fax: +31 20 460 2001

E-Mail: asko@askobv.nl

 www.askoinc.com
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Note: Some features may require additional modules. Available modules: 
EdgeMaster Lite • EdgeMaster with SWiM and Knife Management


